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For 1340SK Mullion Storage Kit
Installation Instructions
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Mounting Angle

1/4" x 2 1/4"
Concrete Screws
(2)

Top Fitting with
DORMA cylinder

5/16-18 x 5/8"
 PFHMS (3)

Mullion
(Not Included)

3/8-16 x 1" 
PFHMS (2)

Bottom Fitting

3/8-16 x 2 1/16"
Dual expansion
anchors (2)

3/16" Dia.
Holes

1/2" Dia.
Holes

1.    Layout all parts and check that there no
       parts missing.
2.    Assemble top fitting to mounting angle using
       (3) 5/16-18 x 5/8" Phillips Flat Head Screws.
3.    Remove existing mullion from opening.
4.    Place mullion over bottom fitting & insert top
       fitting into top of mullion.
5.    Place this assembly against wall in desired
       mounting location. Use mounting angle as
       template and mark two top holes on wall and 
       trace bottom fitting on to floor. This will ensure 
       proper clearance from wall. (Use level to en-
       sure that mullion is square and plumb.)
6.    Remove assembly and place bottom fitting in
       traced location, use it as template for bottom
       (2) hole locations.
7.    Drill (2) two 3/16" diameter holes where marked 
       for top fitting on wall 2" inches deep.
8.    Drill (2) two 3/4" diameter holes where marked
       on floor for bottom fitting 2 1/4" inches deep. (When
       drilling in masonary or concrete, use proper 
       drill bit and hammer drill.)
9.    Install (2) 3/16-18 x 2 1/16" dual expansion
       anchors into drilled holes. Secure with (2) 3/16-18 x
       1" Phillips Flat Head Machine Screws.
10.  Install top fitting and mounting angle assembly
       using (2) 1/4" x 2 1/4" concrete screws. 
11.  Install mullion over bottom fitting, tilt up and lock
       in place. Rotate key clockwise to remove mullion
       and place back in existing opening.

Important Installation Notes:
Install Storage Kit away from
major traffic corridors. Ideal
locations include behind the
door, in corners or other more
secluded locations.

Mullion should be properly
sized and installed in the
actual opening prior to
installing the Storage Kit.

Installation

Included with Storage Kit:
Mounting Angle
Concrete Screws (2)
Top Fitting Including Dorma Cylinder
5/16-18 x 5/8" PFHMS (3)
Bottom Fitting
3/8-16 x 1" PFHMS (2)
3/8-16 x 2 1/16" Dual Expansion Anchors
Instructions

1 1/4"
Approximately
from wall to
edge of mullion.


